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Bottom Line: Will you change the world, or will the world
change you?
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God is Sovereign; He’s In Control
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Babylon did not conquer God, God used Babylon and exile to discipline the
corrupt nation of Israel.
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When Culture Shifts, Will I?
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Two Ways Culture Tries to Change You
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1. It will try to rename you/change your identity
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Daniel = “God is my judge” 

Daniel = “God is my judge” 



Belteshazzar = “Bel, protect the king”

Hananiah = “God is gracious” Shadrach = “Be afraid of god/Command of Aku”
Mishael = “Who is like God?” Meshach = “I am despised/who is like Aku”
Azariah = “God helps”





Abednego = “Servant of Nego

2. It will try to tame you
a.

Confidence to Cowardice

b. Culture will test you
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
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Appetizer

Appetizer

1.

Review Sunday’s message. What stood out to you? What
challenged you? Are there any lingering questions?

2. Have you ever gone against the popular opinion of those around
you? Why did you do that? What happened?
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Entree
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1.

1.

Read Daniel 1:1-16

Read Daniel 1:1-16

2. In what ways have you experienced the pull to accept what
culture says about your identity instead of what God says about
you?
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culture says about your identity instead of what God says about
you?

3. Daniel doesn’t complain, he doesn’t argue, and he doesn’t
demand his culture change to fit his beliefs. How do you
respond to culture when it disagrees with your beliefs?
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4. Part of what allowed Daniel and his friends to stand up to pull of
their culture was their conviction in what was acceptable, and
what was not acceptable.
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a. How do you decide what issues or topics in culture are
worth standing up against?
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Dessert
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Break into groups of 3-5 and discuss the following questions with each
other.
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1.

How has culture tested your allegiance to Jesus the most?

2. What steps can you take this week to stand firm in your
convictions, go counter culture, and follow Jesus?
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